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DooKaddy™ Below Ground 

Installation Directions 

Select a convenient area in your yard away from any home garden or underground water source.  Dig 

hole approximately 20” -   24” deep.  The hole should be slightly bigger than the shape of the 

DooKaddy.  Line the bottom of the hole with river rock or gravel (not included) to ensure proper 

drainage.  

Set the DooKaddy in the hole using the corners of the unit to anchor the receptacle in the dirt.  Bury 

DooKaddy being sure to pack soil and additional river rock or gravel around all sides and bottom of 

receptacle. The top 2” of the DooKaddy should be above ground.  This allows you to use the foot 

lever to lift the lid. 

Once in ground, deposit dog waste, sprinkle with DooKashi to cover and add 1 gallon of water to 

accelerate the waste decomposition process.  Re-apply DooKashi each time waste is deposited and 

1 gallon of water weekly.  By treating poo with DooKashi ™ Pet Waste Culture Mix, the draining liquid 

is absolutely safe for the soil.   

 

Why? Because DooKashi contains a certified organic probiotic of beneficial bacteria that eliminates 

odor and reduces harmful pathogens found in dog waste. It is 100% natural and safe for human and 

animal contact.  See website for additional directions.                          

 

Other recommendations: 

 Have a strong kid dig the hole: our 13,14 & 15 year old boys did this easily 

 Do supervise the digging just in case they decide to have a dirt fight (ours did!) 

 Decomposition of waste is dependent on size of dog, type of food consumed and amount of 

waste 

 Keep the lid of the DooKaddy closed other than when adding poo.  Sunshine is not required to 

dry out the poo – that’s what DooKashi™ is for!  

The DooKaddy ™ and DooKashi ™ are produced by EcoPet Waste Systems  
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